
 
 

 
INDIA ROUND-UP 

 

USDINR: After 3 weeks of oscillating between 76.00 and 77.00 handle, USDINR finally broke down yesterday. 

Today, the pair is trading around 75.42 levels on May futures. An ultra-dovish Fed is weighing on the pair. Asian 

equity markets are trading higher by over 2%, following in the footstep of the US stock market. Promising news 

from a new anti-COVID drug from Gilead Science and positive development in a vaccine being developed for 

COVID is buoying sentiments. Corporate inflows are also noted, which is supporting the Rupee. All in all, the pair 

may continue trade with a negative bias. Technically, USDINR May futures can test 75.00 handle, and even risk 

a move towards 74.70 levels. I would continue to sell the uptick, with stop above 76.00 on a closing basis.  
 

 

GLOBAL ROUND-UP 
 

EURINR: EURINR continues to decline and May futures is currently trading around 82.00 handle. Tonight, Q1 

GDP from Eurozone and ECB meeting will be a big market mover. Technically, EURINR remains in a downtrend, 

unless May futures can trade above 22nd April high of 83.51. Therefore, sell on rise is advised with a stop above 

83.60 levels.  

 

GBPINR:  A strong Rupee and weak GBP has weighed on GBPINR. Pair has for some time traded on risk on risk 

off mode in stock markets but sooner it will gravitate to Brexit headlines and which is far from encouraging. 

Technically, GBPINR needs to hold 93.50 to maintain the upward bias. But below 93.50, it can risk a decline 

towards 92.50 levels.  
 

JPYINR: JPYINR has come off, currently around 70.70 on May futures. This pair remains sensitive to risk appetite 

in markets. When there is global equity sell off, JPYINR tends to rise and vice a versa, due to it being used in carry 

trades.  
 

 

MACRO VIEW: 
 

Asian In its post monetary policy meeting presser, the US central bank governor went all in. He sounded an ultra-

dove and rightly so. He said that the ongoing public health crisis will weigh heavily on economic activity, 

employment, and inflation in the near term, and poses considerable risks to the economic outlook over the 

medium term. He clearly hinted that Fed stands ready to unveil more easing but would not take rates to 

negative. He called on US Congress to increase the fiscal support from current $3 trillion to ensure cash flow 

support to individuals and businesses. It is heartening to see a central banker mincing no words and painting the 

true picture and also remains committed to ease aggressively and proactively. Fed has learned well from the 

global financial crises in 2008, when delaying on action increased the cost to the economy and markets 

significantly. Fed is also not shy of openly supporting asset prices. In fact, it’s the big Fed put, coupled with 

flattening of daily cases of COVID-19 in the world that has prompted a big recovery in the stock market. 

 

Fed’s decision to remain an ultra-dove came on the heels of the Q GDP release, which saw US economy contract 

by a whopping 4.8% annualized in Q1. This clearly shows that Q2 data will be far bigger contraction. Most of the 

US states did not begin lockdown before mid-March and inspite of that, consumer spending and businesses 

investment have dropped precipitously in Q1. Some estimates place the second quarter cut to be as high as 25-

30% annualized, if the lockdowns, in some form, continue into June end. The services economy is badly hit and 

much of that consumption is not going to be postponed and hence denotes a sustained loss of income for the 

provider. This is the issue, not just in US but all around the globe. At the same time, social distancing norms will 

significantly increase the cost of doing business across sectors, especially services which were geared to serve 

crowds. As a result, for the US economy and the world economy, to get back to pre-COVID19 growth, will take 

a long time.  

 



From US, traders will shift attention to Europe today. In Eurozone, flash GDP report for Q1 will be released, 

which will be followed by monetary policy meeting of the ECB. Consensus is for EZ GDP to fall by 3.7%, but I think 

the actual number could be much worse. The U.S. economic lockdown did not begin until the last two weeks of 

Q1 but the Eurozone went into lockdown mode in mid-February, so the economic toll will be more significant. 

The question then well be, would ECB sound as aggressively dovish as Fed? She has to or else, market is already 

pushing Italian bond yields higher and press the accelerator over there, which will be negative for Euro currency. 

 
 

MAJOR ECONOMIC DATA TO WATCH: 
 

• Eurozone Q1 flash GDP. Important for Euro. 

• ECB meeting. Important for Euro. 

• Chicago PMI. Important for USD. 
 

 

 

TECHNICAL VIEW: 
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